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Above, L&R:

“Gilbert Plot”
I first encountered “The Rose Of Many Names” in the small “Protestant”
cemetery in North San Juan. There, the family plots of the Gilbert, Hildreth,
and McBride families were all distinguished by roses. Vigorous despite decades of neglect, all propagated willingly.
Eventually, all three turned out
to be the same probable Hybrid
Perpetual, its wiry stems liberally
bedecked with many small prickles
— and frustratingly changeable as
to bloom color. All were, clearly,
the same rose.
North San Juan Protestant Cemetery

Thus “Gilbert Plot” (see above),
“Hildreth Plot” and “McBride Plot”
joined an already long list of Study
Names for an often-found rose which
continues to defy any and all attempts to match it to a known historic rose.
What in the world is
“TROMN”? (“The Rose Of Many
Names”)
Collecting “McBride Plot”
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“Many Names” puts it mildly. Study names we’re aware of include:
“McBride Plot” (NSJ, Jennings/Gold Coast Rose Rustle, Oct. 2005)
“Jeri’s Mystery” (Jeri Jennings, Mare Island Rose Rescue)
“Bud Jones”/”William Daniels” (Placerville Union Cemetery, various dates)
“Huckins Plot” (NSJ, Jennings/Gold Coast Rose Rustle, Oct. 2005)
“Lizzie Cannon” [i.e., “Elizabeth Cannon”] (Cherokee Cemetery)
“Cerise Cup” (Pescadero Cemetery)
“Lime Kiln” (Jill Perry, Santa Cruz, CA)
“Mrs. Parker’s HP” (Esparto, CA)
“Johnson Family” (Pine Grove Cemetery, Stuart Lauters)
“McCarty Plot” (Nevada City, Gold Coast Rose Rustle, Oct. 2005)
“Sam Hill” (El Dorado Cemetery, Jill Perry)
“Ruby Cayere’s Unknown” (Huntington Botanical Gardens)
“Legacy of Eva Zeiner” (Placerville Union Cemetery)
“Jackie Schmidt’s Mystery” (Pvt. Garden; J. Schmidt)
“Pena Cottage” (Collected For San Jose Heritage Rose Garden)
**“Requa Homesite” (See below)
“Bud Jones”
OR

“William
Daniels”
Found near the
grave of William
Daniels, b. 1870,
d. 1934

“Jeri’s Mystery”

“Jeri’s Mystery”

“Jeri’s Mystery”

**“Requa Homesite” — There seems to be some uncertainty regarding “Requa
Homesite.” Based upon its color (which appears consistently to be more purple than
others listed) this may be a separate rose. (Or, not . . . )
— “ The Rose Of Many Names” Continued On Page 4
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— “ The Rose Of Many Names” Continued From Page 4

“Huckins Plot” — Collected, North San Juan, CA

“McBride Plot”
North San Juan
Protestant Cemetery,
North San Juan, CA
— “ The Rose Of Many Names” Cont. on Page 5

See this issue of “Gold Coast Roses” — with additional content —
at the website:

http://www.goldcoastrose.org//
In the “Members Only” area, type User Name and Password:

goldcoast and roses
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— “ The Rose Of Many Names” Continued From Page 5

“McCarty Plot” . . .

“McCarty Plot”
(Cass Bernstein Photo)

. . . was collected in June, 2006 (by members
of the Gold Coast Heritage Roses Group) —
growing in the old St. Canice cemetery, in Nevada City, CA.
Days later, they found it once again — this
time, in a hillside cemetery in remote Downieville.
It’s only 14 miles North,
from Nevada City to North
San Juan. 57 more winding
miles lands you in Downieville. It’s tempting to think
this rose was a local phenomenon.

Mary Mead Downieville Photos by Anita Clevenger

Think again! “The Rose Of Many Names” has been found as far west
as San Francisco, not to mention Mare Island, and all up and down Highway 49
and environs. But … WHERE ELSE HAS IT BEEN FOUND?
We know of no discoveries out of Northern California. Do you? Does
this rose look familiar to you? Has it been found in your area? Your state?
Your country? A clue to the true identity of “TROMN” may lie in its distribution. So — PLEASE — share this story.
Pass it along! Permission to reprint is gladly given! Simply share back
anything you learn. Send information to us via:
http://www.goldcoastrose.org/ or http://www.theheritagerosesgroup.org/
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There are Found Roses in Europe, too . . .

Introducing “Marete
A Found Rose, Collected

Stenbock”
In Europe . . .

Is

“Marete
Stenbok”
A Match
For . . .

“Legacy Of The
Richardson Family” ???
(“George Washington Richardson”)

Time Will Tell . . . STAY TUNED For Further Developments
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Janelle Michel Photo

I know I say this every year, BUT . . .
The Sacramento Historic Rose Garden

OPEN GARDEN
(vers. 2015)
Will Be The Most Spectacular . . . EVER!
It’s not just that there will be 500 or so plants for your delight — It’s even more exciting, because the selection will
include roses never before propagated by the Cemetery . . .

Make this your year! Be in the garden on

APRIL 18, 2015!
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Changes At The Historic
Old Sacramento City Cemetery
January will bring a number of changes to the Cemetery;
some have been in the works and some are new.
First, we were delighted to learn that the Cemetery has been
placed on the National Register of Historic Places as
a historic district.
The Cemetery had already been recognized at state and local
levels, and this new status will bring additional opportunities (and
requirements) for preservation and operation of the property and
our programs.
This recognition was made at the highest level; that is, Sacramento’s Historic City Cemetery was recognized as being of national significance rather than just local or regional significance.
Cities undertake changes within their organizational structure
for a variety of reasons and over the last year, Sacramento has
revised the management of the Cemetery to be more responsive
to our new status.
First, preservation will be overseen by the City’s Preservation
manager, Roberta Deering in conjunction with the Center for Sacramento History’s Marcia Eymann. The CSH will also work with
the OCCC to expand and develop tours and programs beginning
with school tours. Finally, maintenance of the facilities and
grounds will be under Parks Department Supervisor Tony Ulep
who will also supervise the Adopt-A-Plot program. All garden
volunteers will be part of his responsibility as he supervises the
on-site Park Workers.
Another change in the new year is one which the OCCC has
encouraged the City to make and that is to open the Cemetery to
the public seven days. I am glad to report that this will take place
January 1. Winter and Summer hours will remain as in prior
years.
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How A Garden Of Cuttings Grows
At The
Cosumnes
River
College
Greenhouses

Five HUNDRED Roses? Really?
How’d they do that?

Team
Leader,
Bill
Harp

In addition to roses propagated at home by volunteers The Cemetery folks
have greenhouses to play with, this year!
Cosumnes River College has opened its state-of-the-art greenhouses to
the committee — for rose propagation. The results are startling!
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Grandmother’s Hat”

Still not an easy rose to find, “Grandmother’s Hat” is an ideal garden
rose for most California gardens.
Grow it pruned to Hybrid Tea proportions, or allow it to become a tall, upright
garden centerpiece. You can espalier it as a climber of modest proportions, or
grow several plants in a row, as a blooming hedge. (If I had a space to do so, I
would pair it in a hedge with “Ragged Robin” — a very similar plant.
On or off the bush, the lovely blooms can open fully, releasing a rich fragrance, and revealing stamens of maroon and bright gold, . Picked fairly tight,
a “Grandmother’s Hat” bouquet can last up to five days in a vase, opening
slowly.
Untroubled by rust or mildew, “Grandmother’s Hat” can be touched by blackspot as an immature plant — but it appears to gain blackspot resistance as well,
with maturity.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

‘Tina Marie’

Grandmother’s Hat,” a Found Rose, has produced two color sports, both otherwise identical to it in every way but color. Those sports are both registered
with the American Rose Society. One, ‘Larry Daniels,’ is an evenly-colored
pink, distinctly paler, and a bit warmer, than the parent.
The other known sport of “Grandmother’s Hat”
is ‘Tina Marie.’
Shaded palest blush in cool, coastal climates, (or
even, occasionally, bi-color, as above) ‘Tina
Marie’ is in most circumstances a warm white.*
Grow ‘Tina Marie’ exactly as you would grow
“Grandmother’s Hat.” Plant them in close proximity for an interesting color contrast. Had I the
space I’d add ‘Tina Marie’ to that imagined
hedge of “Grandmother’s Hat” and “Ragged
Robin”!!
* In the Sacramento City Cemetery, ‘Tina Marie’ is definitely white.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Jesse Hildreth”

Its name was taken from the headstone closest to the rose, in the historic
San Juan Bautista Campo Santo: “Jesse Hildreth.” (The original Jesse Hildreth, just 21 years old, died Jan. 25, 1862.)
Never doubting that this was a Tea Rose, we were also reminded of the old
Tea/Noisette, ‘Lamarque’. Like ‘Lamarque’, Jesse’s rose produces a generous froth of lemon-white blooms, in shapely clusters. The color was a close
match – color deepening from delicate white outer petals toward a true lemon
at the center – darker in cool weather – lighter in hot weather.
We thought Jesse’s rose might be ‘Devoniensis.’ (It is not.) Still, it’s
likely that it is of that family -- a family which includes among other roses
‘Smith’s Yellow,’ (the two drawings we have of that lost rose are intriguing)
and ‘Lamarque.’
The blooms open softly, undeterred by wet weather or wind. They’re fragrant, too – and I’m not good at detecting
Tea fragrances. From the tall mother plant,
they nodded down at us, conveniently placing their many virtues at nose-level.
The mother plant was almost lost in recent years. The Sacramento City Cemetery
has been a generous foster home for this
lovely rose.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Louise Avenue”
(“Louise Avenue White Hybrid Tea”)

At an old home in the San Fernando Valley, a row of white roses grew and
bloomed, un-tended, their name forgotten. “Louise Avenue White HT” was
found in 2006 by Mary Louise Harrington.
Once, this 1920 home was the heart of one of the Valley’s first walnut
orchards — but time has been unkind. The widow of the home’s builder died
in the late 1900’s, and the house has been un-tenanted for years. Now, it’s being rehabilitated. The roses, alas, will probably not survive the renovation.
We’re almost certain, now, that “Louise Avenue” is ‘Snowbird,’ (Hybrid
Tea Rose, Chastity x Louise Crette’, Robt. Hatton, U.S., 1936) See:
http://www.helpmefind.com/rose/l.php?l=2.5840

Once, this was one of the top-rated roses, for both
garden and show. Now, only two sources remain:
Burlington Rose Nursery and Rogue Valley Roses.
We are grateful that the Sacramento City Cemetery
has given this
beauty a safe
haven — and
that they are
propagating
her.

2007

2014
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“N-92 Nanjing”
Here is a REAL China Rose
— a China that really comes to
us from China!
Discovered by Prof. Yoshihuro Ueda in 2002 it is reportedly widely planted in various
parks and roadsides of the Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces
of China. Prof. Ueda took his cuttings from a plant in
front of the gate of the Jiangsu Forestry Academy in Nanjing.
In California, “N-92 Nanjing” is a vigorous grower, and every inch what
we know as a China Rose, complete with dense, twiggy growth, and a determination to bloom non-stop, in generous clusters.
Some photos show the color as a deep purple-toned shade. This writer
would call it, rather, a multi-shaded pink, only-occasionally purple in tone.
Blooms have
a character similar to that of ‘Old
Blush,’ ‘Old
Blush,’ but with
superior diseaseresistance.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Barfield White Rambler”
(Found Rambler/Climber, Starnes, Florida)
Found by Florida rosarian
John Starnes, who treasures it
as one of the few climbing
roses which thrive in Florida’s
difficult conditions.
Round, pink-tinged, white
buds open to clusters of many
many white, double, blooms,
each about 2 inches across.
Glossy, bright-green foliage is
disease-free. In Tampa, Florida, this rose is virtually thornless, repeat-blooming, and (in
John’s words) “Grows like
Kudzu” — sending out vigorous canes stretching easily
fifteen or twenty feet. Smooth
canes and foliage, and something in the
look of the blooms, leads some observers
to believe it is related to
‘Tausendschoen,’ but its anise scent is
reminiscent of the Ayrshire roses.
“Barfield White Climber” is not available
commercially (though, perhaps, one day it
will be). Perhaps, also, one day, a scholar
of roses will identify this pale Beauty —

In the meantime,
thanks to John’s generosity, we are able to
enjoy the rose here on
the West Coast.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

‘Aimée Vibert’
(Noisette, Vibert, 1828, [Champneys' Pink Cluster × Rosa sempervirens plena]
Jean Pierre Vibert
named this lovely, fragrant, white Noisette for
his daughter, making his
regard for the rose obvious. This is the original
bush form of ‘Aimée
Vibert.’
A dependable beauty,
‘Aimée Vibert’ makes a
stout, slightly-spreading
bush covered with disease-resistant dark green
foliage – which blooms
repeatedly through the
year.
Long a favorite for
wedding bouquets,
‘Aimée Vibert’ is a notuncommon find in old
California cemeteries.
The plant in the Historic
Sacramento City Cemetery is one of the cemetery’s “original” — or
“Legacy” — roses. It
actually grows outside of
the formal boundaries of
the Historic Rose Garden,
in the Eastman family
plot — not far from the
mother plant of
“Elisabeth’s China,” and
the Drew Plot ‘Archduke
Charles.’
Probably planted in
the 19th-Century, it survived the neglect and drought of the cemetery’s bad times – a
fact which says a lot about its easy-to-grow nature.
Happily, ‘Aimée Vibert’ seems to love California. Aimée is one of many surviving 19th-Century plants, found in California.
To our surprise, this bush form is extinct in Europe!
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Tamalpais Homestead Tea”
“Tamalpais Homestead Tea”
was collected by Cass Bernstein,
who says of it:
“Two very old roses reside
on the fenceline of an abandoned house in Mill Valley,
California.
Most homes on the street
date from the 1930's, but this
wood frame house was built
in 1906. The high school
across the street was built in
1908.
'Lady Hillingdon' is on the
property as well as a
Manetti, 'Perle d'Or,'
'Duchesse de Brabant,' and
possibly 'Russelliana.'
The roses are about 7 feet
tall and consist of a single,
very thick, barky basal, alt-

“Tamalpais
Homestead
Tea”

hough one of the two plants is 10 to 12 feet wide and was grown on a
support.”
Like many roses of its type, “Tamalpais Homestead Tea” builds size
slowly, when grown on its own roots. Cass’ plant, however, is now about 6 ft.
tall. This is not a rose for hot, dry climates — preferring some cooler air (but
blooms can ball in dank conditions).
Medium-large, full blooms of 41 or more petals are blush to seashell-pink,
with some apricot shading and nod gracefully, in clusters. Blooms open flat,
and reflexed. Bloom repeats, through the season, and there is a moderate
“Tea” fragrance.
Suggested identities for this rose include: 'Adam,' and 'William R.
Smith' but neither seems like a perfect match. Cass says this rose has the feel
of a late Tea Rose, or perhaps one of the early Hybrid Teas.
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Bloomfield Abundance”
In the year of its introduction, ‘Bloomfield Abundance’ was described
in the American Rose Annual:
“ . . . H.T. (Capt. George C. Thomas, 1920.) Sylvia [Paul, 1911) Lemon-Yellow to White] x Dorothy
Page-Roberts [HT, A. Dickson,
UK, 1907) Pink, shaded copper,
apricot highlights.].
“ . . . Flowers double, salmon-pink,
produced singly and in sprays.
Foliage glossy, dark green, not
susceptible to mildew. Grows 3 to 6
feet high, bushy. Similar to Cecile
Brunner, but is hardier and the
blooms are larger.”
For decades, a rose much like
‘Cécile Brunner’ (Poly-Tea, bef. 1880)
has been in commerce as ‘Bloomfield
Abundance.’ Most authorities now
agree that this was NOT ‘Bloomfield
Abundance,’ but ‘Spray Cécile Brunner’ [U.S., 1941].)
The true ‘Bloomfield Abundance,’
most agreed, was lost.
A few years ago, however, Fred
Boutin found what he believes is the
original ‘Bloomfield Abundance.’ Revealed at a Sacramento Cemetery seminar in October, 2012, the rose has spent
the past couple of years growing nicely,
and a few plants will actually be available at the rose sale in April.
The re-discovered ‘Bloomfield Abundance’ has the rounded leaves of
glossy texture described in 1920 — and blooms of good size — appropriate to
its classification as a Hybrid Tea Rose.
— Continued on Page 19
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The rose we see today is, as described in
1920, “. . . A most prolific bloomer . . . Grown
to five feet when only thinned in pruning . . . ”
The plant shown (See Right) was photographed “ . . . one year after setting out . . . ”
in an East Coast garden. It’s not a bad match

‘Bloomfield Abundance”
In 1920

‘Bloomfield Abundance”
In The Historic Rose Garden, Oct., 2014

“Abundance” in truth . . .
20

for the young ownroot plant (See Left)
photographed in the
Historic Rose Garden in late October,
2014.

For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Setzer Noisette”

This is a typical cluster-flowering Noisette
in all but one characteristic. Growth habit!
Unlike most of its “sisters and brothers” in the Noisette family, “Setzer
Noisette” quite naturally forms a handsome, disease-free, well-behaved pillar
climber, which blooms repeatedly through the year in Southern California.
This rose was brought to California from Arkansas, by Joyce Demits, who
received her cuttings from a fellow attendee at a Heritage Rose Seminar there.
She was told that, from the early 19th-Century, the rose had been passed down
through a branch of the Setzer Family of Virginia. (See: http://
history.loftinnc.com/Setzer.htm)
Setzers emigrating from Virginia to Arkansas carried the rose along to
their new home, where a descendant made a gift of cuttings to the man who,
subsequently, passed it on to Joyce.
“Setzer Noisette” was offered at one time through Joyce Demits Tanglewood Farms nursery. When that nursery closed, the only commercial source
for the rose was lost. One of the last Setzers, however, was purchased by Jeri
and Clay Jennings.
As the rose matured, and grew in beauty, the Jennings donated a young
plant to the Sacramento City Cemetery, to ensure its survival. Now, happily,
the Cemetery is able to continue the “passalong” chain. The rose has gone to
the East coast (whence it originated) but the Cemetery Open Garden and sale is
now the sole West Coast source.
1.

“Setzer Noisette” is offered on the East Coast by Angel Gardens and by Rose Petals Nursery
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For The Open Garden Rose Sale

“Dawn Crest”

There is NO commercial source for “Dawn Crest” (aka MORsoucrest LCl,
Moore, U.S. R. souleiana x ‘Crested Sweetheart’).
The late, great Ralph Moore pursued in his lifetime many dreams – among
them a repeat-blooming version of the Old Garden Rose, ‘Crested Moss.’ He
sought to create a fully remontant bush rose with the unique crested buds that
distinguish ‘Crested Moss.’
Along that path, he created, and set aside, individually excellent seedlings
which did not address his main goal. ‘Dawn Crest’ is one of those seedlings,
saved for our enjoyment by a series of unexpected events. We are more than
grateful that the Sacramento Cemetery accepted this rose for preservation.
Heavily-crested buds, the golden pink of a winter sunrise, open to semidouble blooms 2-inches or more across, in huge sprays. The fragrance and
glossy, disease-free foliage are unique.
‘Dawn Crest’ blooms continuously, in great profusion on a lanky, eminently trainable climbing rose with prickles of astonishing size and profusion.
This is an ideal climbing rose for the gardener who seeks profuse bloom with
no spraying required.
‘Dawn Crest’ may only be sold to benefit rose organizations and preservation, so we’re very excited to see it offered for the spring, 2015 Open Garden
and Sale.
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Looking Ahead, We See

A MIGHTY FINE SEMINAR

“Honeymoon Cottage”
(“Honeymoon Cottage Hidden Garden Purple”)

May 2, 2015:

San Juan Bautista, CA
A Town of History, Romance, and Roses
(And Great Restaurants! And Antique Shops!)

“Sector Parking”

Watch
For
Details!
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“Benny Lopez”

